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Very-high-precision bound-state spectroscopy near a85Rb Feshbach resonance

N. R. Claussen, S. J. J. M. F. Kokkelmans,* S. T. Thompson, E. A. Donley, E. Hodby, and C. E. Wieman
JILA, National Institute of Standards and Technology, University of Colorado, Colorado 80309-0440, USA

and Department of Physics, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309-0440, USA
~Received 20 January 2003; published 20 June 2003!

We precisely measured the binding energy (ebind) of a molecular state near the Feshbach resonance in a85Rb
Bose-Einstein condensate~BEC!. Rapid magnetic-field pulses induced coherent atom-molecule oscillations in
the BEC. We measured the oscillation frequency as a function ofB field and fit the data to a coupled-channel
model. Our analysis constrained the Feshbach resonance position@155.041~18! G#, width @10.71~2! G#, and
background scattering length@2443~3!a0] and yielded new values for the Rb interaction parameters. These
results improved our estimate for the stability condition of an attractive BEC. We also found evidence for a
mean-field shift toebind.
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The phenomenon of a Feshbach resonance in ultra
collisions of alkali-metal atoms has received much theor
cal and experimental interest in recent years, sparking in
est in the subjects of resonant Bose-Einstein condens
~BECs! and superfluidity in degenerate Fermi gases. Here
focus on ultracold bosonic gases, in which magnetic-fi
Feshbach resonances@1,2# have been used both to contr
elastic and inelastic collisions@3–6# and to tune the self-
interaction in BEC@7–11#.

In a BEC, the magnetic field controls the self-interacti
of the condensate by affecting thes-wave scattering lengtha.
Close to resonance, the scattering length varies withB field
according to

a5abgS 12
D

B2Bpeak
D , ~1!

whereBpeakis the resonance position and is defined to be
magnetic field where the magnitude ofa becomes infinite,
abg is the background scattering length,D5Bzero2Bpeak is
the resonance width, andBzero is the field where the scatter
ing length crosses zero. The resonance is due a~quasi!-bound
state that can be tuned in close proximity to the zero-ene
threshold via a magnetic field. Measurements of Feshb
resonance positions and widths have been used in a va
of alkali-metal atoms to improve the determination of t
interatomic potentials, which in turn can be used for cal
lating interaction properties relevant for cold atomic ga
@12–15#.

Recently, we applied rapid magnetic-field variations n
a Feshbach resonance to create an atom-molecule supe
tion state in a85Rb BEC @16#, which has allowed us to pre
cisely determine the Feshbach resonance position and w
Our technique for studying the Feshbach resonance relie
the presence of atom-molecule coherence@17–19#. By in-
ducing periodic oscillations in the number of condensate
oms, we obtain a direct, high-precision measurement of
molecular bound-state energyebind. Exploiting the reso-

*Present address: Laboratoire Kastler Brossel, ENS, 24
Lhomond, 75005 Paris, France.
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nance, we tune the molecular state very close to thresh
(ebind;1027 cm21)—to our knowledge, this is the mos
weakly bound diatomic state ever observed in a spectrosc
experiment.

The present method for studying the Feshbach resona
through atom-molecule oscillations offers all of the ma
inherent advantages of a frequency measurement, inclu
the possibility of high measurement precision, a lack of s
sitivity to errors in the absolute atom number calibration, a
a simple interpretation of the oscillation frequency in term
of the relative energy difference between the atomic and m
lecular states. When these advantages are combined wit
improved method for magnetic-field calibration@20#, the
present technique for probing the Feshbach resonanc
much more precise than previous experiments that exam
such Feshbach resonance observables as variable rethe
ization rates in a trapped cloud of atoms@4#, enhancements
of photoassociation rates@3# and inelastic loss rates@6# near
the resonance, and variations of the mean-field expan
energy of a BEC@7#.

To complete our precise characterization of the Feshb
resonance, we also made an improved measurement ofBzero,
the magnetic field where the scattering length vanishes. T
experiment is very similar to our previous work@14,21#,
where we determined thea50 field by measuring the critica
number (Ncrit) for collapse of a BEC, and then we extrap
lated to the magnetic field whereNcrit would be infinite. We
have improved the measurement precision by about a fa
of 4 by improving our magnetic-field calibration and using
larger number of condensate atoms to measure the colla
We find Bzero5165.750(13) G.

The procedure used to generate atom-molecule osc
tions in 85Rb Bose-Einstein condensates has been descr
in previous work@16#, so we merely outline the method her
After creating condensates with initial number of atomsN0
.16 000 at a magnetic fieldB.162 G, we apply two short
B-field pulses (;40-ms duration! that approach and then re
cede from the Feshbach resonance atBpeak.155 G. The in-
termediate value of magnetic field between the puls
Bevolve, and the time spacing between pulses,tevolve, are
variable quantities. The double pulse sequence is follow
by a slow change in theB field to expand the BEC@9#, then
e
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the trap is switched off (B→0) and destructive absorptio
imaging is used to count the number of atoms remaining
the condensate.

As in Ref. @16#, periodic oscillations in the BEC numbe
were observed as a function oftevolve ~see Fig. 1!. We fit the
BEC number oscillation to a damped harmonic oscilla
function with an additional linear loss term:

N~ t !5Navg2at1A exp~2bt !sin~vet1f!, ~2!

whereNavg is the average number,A is the oscillation ampli-
tude, a and b are the number loss and damping rates,
spectively, andve52pAn0

22@b/(2p)#2. The quantity of
interest here isn0, the natural oscillator frequency corre
sponding to the molecular binding energy,n05ebind/h. We
measured the oscillation frequency for values ofBevolve from
156.1 G to 161.8 G. Over this range, the frequency varies
over two orders of magnitude~10–1000 kHz!, but the linear
loss rate of roughly25 atoms/ms changes very little@20#.
The damping rate shows a significantB-field dependence
increasing fromb.2p30.8 kHz near 156 G tob.2p
322 kHz near 162 G. This dependence is most likely rela
to dephasing of the atom-molecule oscillations due to a fi
B-field gradient.

To characterize the Feshbach resonance, it is necessa
know both the oscillation frequency andBevolve. We pre-

FIG. 1. BEC number versus pulse spacing,tevolve. ~a! Bevolve

5156.840(25) G. The oscillation frequency is very low@n0

59.77(12) kHz# so that the damping and atom loss a
significant—hereb52p30.58(12) kHz anda57.9(4) atoms/ms.
Nevertheless, the oscillations remain underdamped, with an e
tive frequency shift due to damping@see Eq.~2!# of only 0.2%,
which is far smaller than the 1% statistical frequency error from
fit. ~b! Bevolve5159.527(19) G. Farther from resonance, the dam
ing of the oscillations and atom loss are negligible in the relativ
short time window used to determinen05157.8(17) kHz.
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cisely measuredBevolveby transferring atoms to an untrappe
spin state by drivingDm511 spin-flip transitions with an
applied pulse of rf radiation~pulse length55 – 25ms). After
measuring the rf transition frequency, we inverted the Bre
Rabi equation to obtain the correspondingB field. To ensure
that the magnetic field was sufficiently constant duri
tevolve, we mapped outB(t) using rf pulses with lengths
short compared totevolve. Due to interference of the rf radia
tion with the magnetic-field control circuitry, there was
small systematic shift of the field as a function of the
power used. The total uncertainty for each magnetic-fi
determination was;25 mG due to the quadrature sum of th
uncertainty from the line shape measurements (;15 mG)
and the uncertainty in the extrapolation to zero rf pow
(;20 mG).

The measured oscillation frequencies versus magn
field are plotted in Fig. 2. We use these data and the z
crossing fieldBzero to completely characterize the scatterin
length and binding energy as a function of magnetic fi
near the Feshbach resonance. As a starting point, we us
coupled-channel analysis of van Kempen et al.@15#, where
several high-precision data for85Rb and 87Rb were com-
bined to perform an interisotope determination of the
bidium interactions with unprecedented accuracy. The p
dictive power of this analysis can be seen from Ref.@16#,
where the initial data on the atom-molecule coherence w
already in good agreement with the predicted binding ene
of the underlying Feshbach state. Another example of
accuracy of the analysis in Ref.@15# is its agreement with
more than 40 Feshbach resonances recently discovere
87Rb @22#.

Van Kempenet al. used the best known values@14# for
the resonant magnetic fieldBpeakand zero crossingBzero. In
this work, we ignore the relatively imprecise value ofBpeak
from Ref. @14#, and instead use the measured dependenc
binding energy on magnetic field along with the newBzero
measurement given above to determine the interaction
rameters. We observe that the fitting procedure is ma

c-

e
-
y

FIG. 2. Molecular binding energy versus magnetic-fieldBevolve.
The points are measured values of the atom-molecule oscilla
frequencyn0, while the solid line fit is the molecular binding en
ergy from a coupled-channel scattering theory. Only black po
were included in the fit; white points were excluded because t
experienced a statistically significant mean-field shift. To impro
visibility, the points are larger than the error bars. The inset sho
the deviation of the lowest frequency data from the fit to the res
the data.
1-2
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sensitive to only three parameters: the van der Waals dis
sion coefficientC6 and the nonintegral vibrational quantu
numbers at dissociation,vDS andvDT , which determine the
position of the last bound state in the singlet and triplet
tentials, respectively. Varying the additional parametersC8 ,
C10, fT

E ~the first-order energy dependence of the phase
the oscillating triplet radial wave function!, and J, the
strength of the exchange interaction, does not improve
fitting because these changes can be absorbed in small
of vDS , vDT , andC6. Therefore, we take the mean valu
for these four parameters@23# from the most recent determ
nation in Ref.@22#.

The best fit toBzero and the seven highest frequency da
points yields a reducedx250.30 for 5 degrees of freedom
This value ofx2 is improbably low due to the fact that th
uncertainty in the data is dominated by the systematic un
tainty in magnetic field related to the magnitude of the
power shift. Figure 2 shows the theoretical fit to the bindin
energy data as a function of magnetic field. From
fit, we find substantially improved values for the Fes
bach resonance positionBpeak5155.041(18) G, widthD
510.71(2) G, and background scattering lengthabg
52443(3)a0. These results may be compared to previou
obtained resultsBpeak5154.9(4) G andD511.0(4) G@14#,
and abg52450(3)a0 @24#. Our best interaction paramete
values areC654707(2) a.u.,vDS50.009 16(17), andvDT
50.946 60(29). Here the error bars do not include syste
atic errors due to the uncertainties in other interaction par
eters that are not constrained by our data. To compare
values with those of Ref.@15#, we determined the sensitivit
of our three interaction parameters to systematic shifts in
other parameters, as shown in Table I. Using the fractio
uncertainties inC8 , C10, fT

E , andJ from Ref. @15#, we find
C654707(13) a.u.,vDS50.0092(4), andvDT50.9466(5).
All of these values agree with those given in Ref.@15#: C6
54703(9) a.u.,vDS50.009(1), andvDT50.9471(2). Our
value for vDS is more precise than that of Ref.@15#, while
vDT and C6 are slightly less precise. If future experimen
allow improvements to the other interaction parameters, t
our results will also become more precise since the syst
atic errors are comparable to or larger than our statist
errors from the fit.

To understand the strong parameter constraints that
obtain with our bound state spectroscopy, one must cons
the nonlinear dependence of the binding energy on magn
field. The magnetic-field dependence ofebind as it approaches
the collision threshold depends sensitively on the exact sh
of the long-range interatomic potentials, which are mai

TABLE I. Sensitivities of the determined interaction paramet
vDS , vDT , andC6 to fractional uncertainties inC8 , C10, fT

E , and
J. For instance, the systematic error inC6 due to a 10% uncertainty
in C8 is 12330.10512.3 a.u.

DC8 /C8 DC10/C10 DfT
E/fT

E DJ/J

DvDS 21.5331024 26.8031025 22.5931023 1.7231023

DvDT 24.1431024 21.3931024 2.3131023 1.7131023

DC6 123 33.4 247.8 19.3
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characterized by the van der Waals coefficientC6. At mag-
netic fields far from resonance, the bound-state wave fu
tion is confined to a short internuclear distance andebind
varies linearly with magnetic field. The linear dependence
B field gives relatively little information aboutC6. As theB
field approaches resonance, the detuning decreases unt
bound-state lies just below threshold. Now the bound-s
wave function penetrates much deeper into the classic
forbidden region, which causesebind to curve toward thresh-
old as a function of magnetic field. Because the energetic
forbidden region stretches out asC6 /r 6, the observed curva
ture depends sensitively on theC6 coefficient. One can show
@25# that an analytical Feshbach model that includes the c
rect potential range and background scattering processes@26#
can reproduce the binding energy curve over the full range
magnetic field.

The coupled-channel theory used in this work applies
two-body scattering; therefore, this theory cannot account
many-body effects in the atom-molecule BEC system, s
as a mean-field shift to the observed oscillation freque
@17,27#. Any such mean-field shift must be fractionally larg
est near the Feshbach resonance, where the binding en
approaches zero while the atom-atom scattering length
creases to infinity. We searched for a mean-field shift to
oscillation frequency whenBevolve was decreased to
;156 G. As shown in Fig. 2, the lowest magnetic-field da
display a clear frequency shift with respect to the coupl
channel theory prediction. AsBevolve approaches resonanc
the observed shift increases to 1.7 kHz, which significan
exceeds a simple estimate for the average atom-atom m
field shift in the BEC: 4p\2^n&a/m.0.5 kHz at Bevolve
5156.1 G. We are presently investigating new experimen
techniques to further study the frequency shifts, includ
their density dependence.

We use a statistical test to exclude the low-frequency d
from the~two-body! theory fit. We first fit the dataset includ
ing all frequency measurements withn0>9 kHz. Eliminat-
ing the lowest frequency point from this set causes the
duced x2 to decrease from 0.3 to 0.2, and there is
significant change in parameter values. In contrast, add
the next lower frequency point increases the reducedx2 to
1.9, causing a large systematic shift in the parameter val
The observed behavior seems sensible since we ex
mean-field shifts to increase rapidly as one moves tow
resonance. The fact that the two-body theory fits the osc
tion data over a frequency range spanning two orders
magnitude, but fails when theB field approachesBpeak,
strongly suggests the influence of many-body physics.
note that a recent theoretical treatment@27# of the atom-
molecule oscillations that includes mean-field effects sho
excellent agreement with our data over the entire range
magnetic field shown in Fig. 2.

As a result of our improved determination of the85Rb
Feshbach resonance parameters, we find that our new v
for the off-resonant or background scattering lengthabg
52443(3)a0, is inconsistent with the value given in Re
@14#, whereabg52380(21)a0. The most plausible explana
tion we can find for disagreement is that the theoretical
pression used to relate measured rethermalization rat

s
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cross section is insufficient for the requisite level of acc
racy. However, the new value forabg allows us to revise our
previous estimate for the stability condition of a BEC wi
negative scattering length@21#. The stability condition may
be expressed in terms of a stability coefficientkcollapse
5Ncrituau/aho. Herekcollapsedepends on the critical numbe
of atoms, Ncrit , the magnitude of the negative scatteri
length,uau, and the harmonic oscillator length of the trappi
potential,aho. To determinekcollapse, we first use Eq.~1! to
obtain the linear slope of scattering length versusB field
near B5Bzero. We then combine the value ofDa/DB
5239.87(22)a0 /G with our previously measured slop
of 1/Ncrit versus magnetic field@21# of 0.00126~3!
(atoms G)21. We obtain the revised valuekcollapse
50.547(58), where the error is dominated by a 10% syst
atic uncertainty in the determination ofNcrit . The present
06070
-

-

kcollapsedetermination agrees with the most recent theoret
value of 0.55@28#.

In conclusion, we present a unique method for explorin
85Rb Feshbach resonance. The observed atom-molecule
herence allows us to study the highly nonlinear depende
of the molecular binding energy on magnetic field. We fi
good agreement with an analysis of van Kempenet al. @15#
and we also substantially improve the precision of the85Rb
Feshbach resonance parameters. In addition, we obs
mean-field shifts to the molecular binding energy, offeri
the possibility for future studies of many-body effects in th
exciting system.

This research was supported by the Office of Naval R
search, the National Science Foundation, and the U.S. A
Research Office~ARO Grant No. DAAD19-00-1-01632!.
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